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Introduction: Microhistory and the Angolan Slave Trade
Two hundred years ago in the Angolan city of Benguela, a free black woman named
Francisca da Silva was enslaved after being accused of murdering Diniz Vieira de Lima, a slave
dealer with a long-term illness who died while seeking medical assistance in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. Dona Maria Ferreira da Silva, the wife of the deceased merchant, ordered Francisca’s
arrest and accused her of using witchcraft to commit the crime. Dona Maria was probably born
in Benguela or a nearby region and she was one of the “donas” of Benguela—women who
commanded prestige and social standing in the city. Prior to the incident, Francisca had a close
relationship with Dona Maria, worked as a servant in her house, and was even her goddaughter.
When Vieira de Lima died, however, Dona Maria declared that Francisca was a witch and
enslaved her.
The scholarship on Angolan relations with the Atlantic has largely been framed around
macro-structural assessments of the close commercial links that this former Portuguese colony
held with Brazil, also a former Portuguese colony and the destination of the vast majority of the
captives shipped from Angola. Unfortunately, this approach has left several crucial questions
unanswered, mostly relating to the socio-cultural and legal dynamics of Luanda and Benguela
and their environs during the era of the transatlantic slave trade. As literary historian William
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Boelhower has stated, “reliance on structure is equivalent to promoting a view from nowhere”.
In contrast to a macro-structural approach to examining Angolan links to the Atlantic world, this
book proposes a microhistory of the Atlantic world that reduces the scale of analysis from
2
macro-structure to microscopic observation.
The life stories of Francisca da Silva and the other protagonists in the remarkable drama
that led to the loss of Francisca’s freedom have much to teach us about the multi-layered cultural
and social landscapes of Angolan coastal cities, the close ties between coastal Angola and Brazil,
and the ways that enslavement became an intrinsic part of social relations in Portuguese Angola.
Francisca’s ordeal and ultimate triumph against enslavement also sheds light on the critical
importance of legal mechanisms as a way to resist slavery/enslavement. Recently, the history of
the Atlantic world has been refocused around life stories, part of a trend towards micro-history
3
that highlights personal trajectories and the ways people experienced everyday life. By “tracing
individual paths and analyzing either their individual social relations, political, economic or
social strategies”, biographical studies provide an entry point into the visceral and sometimes
4
poignant ways in which people like Francisca lived their lives.
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As Alison Games observes, “with enough such [biographical] stories, we might piece the
Atlantic together in new, richly detailed, complex ways, putting people in the middle of a chaotic
5
kaleidoscope of movement”. An analysis of small-scale events and a sharp examination of
individual agency offer the best strategy to broaden understanding of the complex social and
cultural contours of Angola during the era of the transatlantic slave trade. For example, several
months prior to holding Francisca in custody, Dona Maria petitioned the Benguela
administration for permission to travel to Brazil to join her husband in Rio de Janeiro, a request
that reflected the intense pattern of mobility across the Atlantic by wealthy residents of
Benguela, a city from which approximately five hundred thousand Africans were shipped as
slaves to Brazil between the early eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries.
Dona Maria stated in her request that she wanted to travel with her son Thomas and two
6
domestic servants, one of whom was Francisca da Silva. She would have traveled to Brazil on
one of the several ships that carried slaves from Benguela to Rio de Janeiro, which was the
primary destination of slaves shipped from Benguela. Often times, these slave ships were coowned by merchants in Benguela and Rio de Janeiro, which shows the high degree of business
interaction between individuals residing in the two cities. After being informed of the passing of
her husband in Rio, however, Dona Maria cancelled her trip and turned against Francisca. In a
petition sent to the Benguela administration, Francisca stated that Dona Maria had accused her of
“witchcraft, saying that she [Francisca] had thrown a spell [enfeitiçado] on a young black boy to
kill the brother-in-law of Diniz and that the soul [zambi] of the brother-in-law killed her [Dona
7
Maria’s] husband in Rio de Janeiro”.
This accusation provides a window into the religious fabric of coastal Angola, since it
exposed the widespread belief among the free and enslaved that the souls of the deceased
8
(zambi) could take actions against or effect change in the lives of the living. A few years before
the incident that culminated in the loss of Francisca’s freedom, a report stated that Africans “give
the name of zambi to all people who die and say that these are the souls of the deceased, which
can be brought to earth through magical arts performed by some slave or even a relative of the
9
deceased”.
While in custody, Francisca sought to defend herself by saying that instead of harming
Dona Maria’s husband, she had in fact attempted to cure his illness. Francisca added that Dona
Maria herself had been deeply involved in the healing ceremonies, reflecting the fact that African
customs also prevailed among members of the social elite in the city. As Francisca explained to
authorities, the widow had “ordered the sale of a cow to make traditional medicine”. Although
Francisca never used the expression ganga, this was the term that Africans used to refer to
traditional healers. James Sweet has written that “there was fluidity between the two worlds that
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allowed ancestral spirits to remain engaged in the everyday lives of their surviving kinsmen”.
Aided by chanting and dancing, gangas like Francisca were charged with the task of
transcending the boundaries of the temporal and spiritual worlds through ceremonies that
involved spiritual possession and animal sacrifices.
In this book, the South Atlantic is conceived as a zone of cultural and social exchange
between Angola and Brazil that was not exclusively confined to the business dimensions of the
slave trade. In addition to revealing key aspects of the religious and cultural milieu of Benguela,
the incident with Francisca also highlights individual mobility across the Atlantic and the ways
that local societies in Luanda, Benguela and their environs were deeply influenced not only by
elements of African culture, but also by the constant arrival of criminal, religious and political
exiles – degredados -, as well as soldiers, administrators and merchants. While constantly
reshaped by the flow of outsiders from Portugal and, mainly, Brazil, these societies were also
continually changed by caravans of African traders from the Angolan interior – sertões. As a
result, coastal Angola and its immediate environs hosted multi-layered cultural milieus that,
though undeniably mostly African, incorporated elements of European culture.
In these Afro-Atlantic communities, much of the so-called European culture arrived to
Angola via Brazil, and Brazilian mediation was another key element in the cultural and social
landscapes of coastal Angola. The two Portuguese colonies were deeply connected by more than
three hundred years of slave trade, and this relationship was so strong that developments in
Brazil could potentially reverberate across the Atlantic. Due to the intensity of the multidimensional ties between Angola and Brazil, this relationship offers perhaps the best example of
the utility of an Atlantic history framework to study long-distance social and commercial
interactions. Particularly significant were the economic, social and cultural dynamics engendered
11
by the transatlantic slave trade.
The relationship between Angola and Brazil developed in the early seventeenth century
12
after the establishment of the city of Luanda by the Portuguese in 1576. Luanda was the largest
slave port in the era of the slave trade and the capital city of the Portuguese colony of Angola,
and Benguela was the second largest slave port. Except for a relatively brief period of Dutch
occupation between 1641 and 1648, these coastal enclaves were solidly under Portuguese and
Brazilian influence throughout the history of the slave trade between the late sixteenth and midnineteenth century. If there was any threat to Portuguese control, it was from Brazil, the single
largest American destination of enslaved Africans during the era of the slave trade. Between the
sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, almost five million people were brought to the former
13
Portuguese colony, mostly from Angola and Congo.
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These ties became multi-dimensional due to the intense back-and-forth movement of
merchants, administrators, free and unfree people, and military personnel. Portuguese control
over Luanda was reclaimed from the Dutch in 1648 because of a flotilla sent from Rio de
Janeiro, signaling the strategic importance of Angola in the southern Atlantic, and later many of
the troops deployed against the kingdom of Congo in the 1660s hailed from Brazil. Troops from
Brazil also played a pivotal role in the Portuguese victory over the Ndongo kingdom, in 1672,
which redrew the internal boundaries of Portuguese Angola. Brazilian troops also advanced
Portuguese geopolitical interests in the development of slaving in Benguela in the early
eighteenth century. In addition to soldiers, Luanda and Benguela would frequently rely on Brazil
for food supplies, military hardware, and the funding for the slave trade.
Brazilian supremacy in Angola derived not only from Brazil’s insatiable demand for an
enslaved labor force but also from broader transformations in the economy of the southern
Atlantic in the seventeenth century, which placed the Brazilian city of Salvador and later Rio de
Janeiro as hubs of the Indian textile trade. These textiles were the most sought after commodities
14
used to purchase slaves in the Angolan sertões. By the early eighteenth century, the trade
between Angola and Brazil had blossomed to its fullest and Rio de Janeiro had become Angola’s
primary commercial partner. This trade was mostly conducted within a bilateral framework,
notwithstanding Portuguese protectionist policies to bolster metropolitan commercial supremacy
in the colony, first at the end of the eighteenth century and then after Brazil achieved
independence from Portugal in 1822. Despite continuing trade with the Brazilian cities of
Salvador and Recife, Rio’s ties with Angola would remain the strongest until the end of
shipments of slaves from the city in the 1840s.
In Benguela, the city where Francisca da Silva lived and almost lost her freedom
altogether, Brazilian hegemony was perhaps more pronounced than in Luanda. In the 1730s,
merchants from Rio de Janeiro played a pivotal role in the expansion of the Benguela slave trade.
Benguela then became a focal point of shipments of slaves to Brazil, developing lasting links
with Rio de Janeiro in the wake of the discovery of gold in Minas Gerais in the early eighteenth
century, which drove up the demand for labor in Brazil and added significant momentum to
slaving in southern Angola. Between 1796 and 1828, at least 80 percent of the slave ships that
15
set sail from Benguela were bound for Rio de Janeiro. Not surprisingly, Benguela accounted for
approximately half of the slave ships entering the port of Rio de Janeiro between 1795 and 1811.
In the early 1810s, all ships used to transport slaves from Benguela to Brazil were owned by
16
merchants based in Brazil.
Brazilian influence in Angola was not confined to the commercial aspects of the trade in
slaves and actually extended to the social and cultural milieus of both Luanda and Benguela.
“The lifestyle of wealthy Luanda residents resembles that of a Brazilian city. Their foodways are
as full of strong ingredients as in Brazil. The dialect that they use in the domestic affairs is the
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Brazilian language”. The few Luanda women who could fluently speak Portuguese did so with
a distinct Brazilian accent, due to exposure to Brazilian culture during travels to Brazil and
18
interactions with individuals born and raised in Brazil. In the interior, Africans referred to
Brazil as mueneputo pequeno, a term that mirrored mueneputo grande, generally used to refer to
continental Portugal. This suggests that even outside Luanda and Benguela, Africans were
19
cognizant of the deep ties that linked Angola to Brazil.
Much of the relationship between the two Portuguese colonies was made possible by the
social and cultural connections that individuals built across the ocean. The trajectory of the
Vieira de Lima family provides insight into how interactions with the Atlantic shaped the social
and cultural milieu of coastal Angola. The first member of this wealthy and influential family
came to Benguela in the early eighteenth century. In 1748, a member of the family – Francisco
Vieira de Lima - was appointed the highest colonial authority (capitão mor) of Caconda, a key
20
region for the slave trade to Benguela. By the time Diniz was “murdered” by Francisca’s
“witchcraft”, the Vieira de Lima family was probably even more influential in Benguela, where
its members were traders and held positions in the local administration. For example, Diogo
Vieira de Lima, Diniz Vieira de Lima’s brother, was a capitão mor in Quilengues, another
21
internal region that supplied slaves to Benguela.
Meanwhile, Diniz Vieira de Lima seems to have focused primarily on the coastal trade in
Benguela, signing a petition in 1821with the city’s other leading merchants requesting
permission to pay only half of the customary taxes paid on slaves shipped from Benguela. To
increase liquidity, the merchants suggested that they would like to pay the other half of these
taxes in Brazil, Benguela’s primary commercial partner and the place of origin of several
22
members of the top echelon of the local trading community. The peak of Diniz Vieira de Lima’s
trading activities came when Benguela was being convulsed by echoes of the process of
Brazilian independence from Portugal in 1822 as will be further discussed in chapter three.
Indeed, a few years prior to his death, the decision makers (junta) of the Government of
Benguela were said to have sent a delegation to Rio de Janeiro to request the annexation of
Benguela to independent Brazil – an extremely bold move in an especially tumultuous decade in
Benguela history. Diniz signed a petition declaring his loyalty to Portugal together with other top
23
merchants.
Vieira de Lima’s attempt to seek medical care in Rio de Janeiro further illustrates the
multifaceted connections that Angola held with Brazil. Since 1766, Benguela had had a hospital
maintained with donations from local merchants and administered by the brotherhood of Nossa
24
Senhora de Pópulo from the local church. In 1784, however, the hospital had no trained
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physician and was badly dilapidated. This situation led wealthy Benguela merchants to blame the
small size of the population on the “lack of adequate means to a healthy life and adequate
25
medical treatment”. Despite being recently renovated, the Benguela hospital was badly
26
damaged by heavy rains in 1797. By the time Diniz Vieira de Lima became ill, the chronic
absence of proper medical care commonly forced wealthy merchants to travel to Rio de Janeiro
27
for medical treatment.
The multilayered cultural and social milieus of coastal Angola raises key questions
pertaining to how this region relates to other African regions affected by the slave trade. Robin
Law and Kristen Mann have coined the term “Atlantic Community” to refer to the intense
28
commercial and cultural ties between Bahia and the Bight of Benin. Law and Mann’s focus on
Africa and African agency in the development of the Diaspora differs from Paul Gilroy’s North
29
American-oriented understanding of the black Atlantic. According to Law and Mann, the slave
trade between Bahia and West Africa was characterized by highly fluid cross-cultural
communities that grew out of the key role played by culturally mixed individuals – mostly
30
merchants – who build connections across the Atlantic between Bahia and the Bight of Benin.
25
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In Angola, however, Law and Mann argue that no Atlantic community developed
31
because Portugal dictated policies in the region as a colonial power. In fact, even in the first half
of the seventeenth century, when Euro-African forces established an area of Portuguese
influence in the Luanda hinterland, their achievements were largely as result of alliances with
32
local Imbangala groups. As noted above, Portuguese military achievements were also due to
military aid provided by Brazil. More importantly, Portuguese capacity to influence events in the
interior of Angola dwindled dramatically in the second half of the seventeenth century, when the
consolidation of the kingdom of Casanje established a political and military counterpoint to the
Portuguese government in Luanda that seriously undermined Luanda’s capacity to conduct
military operations in the region. Thus, in lieu of a strict colonial regime, the social, cultural and
legal landscapes in Luanda, Benguela and their respective hinterlands were marked by a highly
amalgamated cultural and social dynamic.
In this environment, Africans would seize upon elements of European culture to create
and reinforce social hierarchies among themselves, and key elements of the bureaucratic and
legal apparatus of the colonial administration derived from African social, cultural and legal
33
institutions. Understandably, Diniz Vieira de Lima would not have objected to his wife hiring a
ganga to cure him. As will be further discussed in chapter one, despite repeated admonitions in
colonial reports, free and enslaved residents of Luanda and Benguela widely believed in
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traditional healing power and participated in healing ceremonies. In fact, a few decades after
Diniz resorted to a ganga in Benguela, a Portuguese sertanejo – an itinerant trader in the
Angolan sertões - did the same in Luanda. After becoming “tired of health care provided by [a
Luanda] botica (western medicine)”, this unnamed sertanejo turned to traditional doctors
brought from the sertões specifically to help him. The leader of these gangas was a ten-year old
girl, “who commanded everybody’s respect and who performed the ceremony”. In this
ceremony, the young ganga used a sword and chanted in Quimbundo, the African language
34
widely spoken in Luanda.
In stark contrast to the deference with which gangas were usually treated by the general
populace, Francisca was stripped of her freedom and found herself fighting against the prospect
of being shipped to Brazil as a slave. While her fate underscores the extent to which allegations
of witchcraft were often used to enslave freeborn individuals, it also highlights how public
ceremonies in which gangas exerted their power were perceived as threatening and generally
described as witchcraft by colonial officials. “No one dies due to natural causes, to which all
human beings are subjected, but only due to witchcraft, which they say someone else cast on
35
them”.
Despite the fact that Francisca da Silva was able to regain her liberty, the episode that led
to her temporary captivity illustrates the role that everyday enslavement played in the overall
process of generating captives in Angola. Historians have remarked on the relevance of systems
of supply of captives in Central Africa, a statement/argument made all the more important by the
fact that Angola and Congo accounted for approximately half of the number of enslaved Africans
taken to the Americas. In an analysis of the relationship between Africa and the Atlantic world,
Philip Morgan writes that “the sophisticated delivery systems that Africa developed in this
region [Central Africa] were also important, as was the centralized, unified character of the
36
region”.
Angola’s ability to generate slaves for the Atlantic trade reflected the fact that Africans
who lived in regions closer to the coast in the Luanda and Benguela hinterlands, and not only
those who lived in the distant interior, were still vulnerable to enslavement, as demonstrated by
Francisca’s case. More importantly, although scholars have acknowledged the importance of
everyday enslavement, they still place more emphasis on warfare as the driving force behind the
production of captives in Angola. In the conventional wisdom, the rise of warfare stemmed from
37
state policy dictated by the Portuguese administration in the early seventeenth century.
Sometimes, military violence was related to foreign trade and debt, which would drive “area
after area toward chaotic violence as the politicians sought to generate the people necessary to
38
pay for imports”. Recently, scholars have also hypothesized that the enslavement of freeborn
individuals increased “perhaps as a response to the vicious, protracted competition among the
39
elites”.
34
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The best way to further the understanding of the mechanisms of enslavement is by
concentrating on people’s everyday lives and by seeking to assess the impact of the
commercialization of the Angolan slave trade on African social relations. To begin with,
everyday enslavement had several advantages over warfare-driven enslavement. In addition to
implying a high level of organization, warfare could only be waged during specific times of the
year and might not generate a large number of prime captives. In contrast, everyday enslavement
produced a steady flow of slaves, which made up the majority of the captives shipped from
Angola by the end of the eighteenth century, as pointed out by Governor of Angola Miguel
40
Antonio de Mello.
More importantly, the reliability of everyday enslavement derived from the fact that
everyday enslavement became an intrinsic part of social relations in Angola. To understand this
development, one needs to look at the demand for imported goods and Angola’s commercial
exchanges with the Atlantic. African demand for imported goods, as Joseph Miller has analyzed,
derived from the key roles that these goods played in the symbolic and material politics of
clientele in African. In other words, Africans made borrowing decisions based on the need to
build political clientele. Effectively, slave sellers functioned as lenders who underwrote the
41
innerwokings of African politics.
This political arrangement was transformed by the rise of the demand for labor in Brazil
in the wake of the discovery of gold in Minas Gerais in the late seventeenth century. With the
gold boom in Brazil, the Angolan credit system experienced a phenomenal growth as the spread
of highly itinerant trading networks [led by traders known as sertanejos and pumbeiros] further
facilitated access to imported goods and catapulted the Angolan trade to a fully-fledged
commercialized phase. As these very opportunistic trading networks metastasized in the Angolan
sertões, this process led to rising debt and pressure to produce slaves to settle financial
commitments with sertanejos and pumbeiros. The debt burden assumed by Africans was
transformed into slavery for Africans. In the context of the rise of commercial slaving, everyday
enslavement became a centerpiece of African social norms, mostly through judicial enslavement
and abductions based on debt and false accusations of witchcraft, thus giving Angola the ability
to yield a constant number of captives to the Atlantic slave trade.
As opposed to the large number of Africans who found themselves on slave ships headed
to Brazil after being falsely accused of witchcraft, Francisca was eventually able to extricate
herself from slavery. Her victory speaks to the fact that, despite considerable odds, free and
enslaved residents of Luanda and Benguela were able to sustain meaningful and long-term
42
social, religious and cultural relations that transcended the boundaries of bondage. Furthermore,
it highlights the institutional mechanism that Africans utilized to protect their liberty in
Portuguese Angola. The existence of this mechanism – known as the tribunal de mucanos –
demonstrates that the societies of coastal Angola that emerged from the interaction between
Africans, Brazilians and Europeans were far from being modeled around rigidly hierarchical
colonial societies, as well as the fact that a central part of the legal system of Portuguese Angola
was built upon elements of African customary law.
Recent scholarship dealing with the use of legal systems by native peoples elsewhere in
the Atlantic world points to the fact that these systems were sufficiently responsive to local
40
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complaints that they prompted indigenous groups to adopt litigation as a tool to protect and
43
defend social and financial interests. In Angola, enslaved and free Africans came to understand
relatively quickly that legal mechanisms provided them with a chance to challenge enslavement
and the constraints that slavery – or the threat of slavery – exerted on their lives. Paraphrasing
Herman Bennett’s analysis of Mexico, “rather than striving for freedom by fleeing or resisting,
many Africans and even more creoles came to experience freedom as the product of legal
44
proceedings or as their birth legacy”.
The tribunal de mucanos, which restored Francisca’s status as a free individual, was
derived from the Ambundo judicial system and it had became part of the colonial judicial system
in the regions of Angola under Portuguese control in the seventeenth century, well before
Francisca’s time. By the 1820s, this court was being used not only by Africans like Francisca
who felt they had been unjustly enslaved but also by individuals seeking to address a wide array
of disputes, including commercial disputes, disagreements stemming from land conflicts, and
even the possibility of achieving freedom through manumission. Remarkably, as will be
discussed in chapter six, the expansion of the jurisdiction of the tribunal de mucanos derived to a
large degree from Africans’ ability to shape this legal system through their own volition and
45
agency.
Because of the complaint filed by Francisca, Benguela authorities ordered “the return [to
freedom of] the slave [Francisca] that she [the Diniz widow] had in her possession”. False
accusations of witchcraft, as pointed out earlier and as will be further discussed in chapter five,
were key to the machinery of enslavement that engulfed Africans in coastal and interior Angola.
However, admonishing Dona Maria, Benguela authorities reminded the widow that it was “very
strange that a civilized lady [Dona Maria] who lives under the law of her majesty [of Portugal]
would use African laws in the city [of Benguela] in violation of Portuguese laws and despite the
presence of authorities responsible for the enforcement of these laws [of her majesty of
Portugal]”.
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